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game. The Next Up arrow
holder behind him attach-
es to a tree and holds an
arrow at the ready. Reach
him in Texas at (830) 990-
0100.

A new product that
could sell in big numbers is
the EZtagndrag. It’s a
lightweight blaze orange
handle you can slip
through slots cut in the
deer’s back legs so you can
drag while lifting part of
the body weight. This way
front legs and head trail
naturally and are not
impeding the process. It
can also serve as a gambrel
to hoist the deer for hang-
ing or field dressing. Dylan
Miller made the original by
forming it out of a plastic
cutting board, as a school
project while he was in
11th grade.The production
models weigh just 15
ounces and will fit in most
backpacks. That’s Miller on
the left with his friend
Pablo Jimenez. Reach the
manufacturer in New
Jersey at (732) 928-0924.

Razor Dobbs (at right) helps give an enthusiastic welcome
to the SX-1 bow from Strother Archery. Dobbs is the host and
producer of Razor Dobbs Alive, one of three Strother-backed
shows that took part in a dealer hunt drawing at noon on the
show’s final day. You’ll find more information about the prizes
and their winners in the Industry News section, but
here’s some more about the newest bow for the
Sandusky, Michigan manufacturer. The 34 inch
Strother SX-1 bow has a Hyper-S Cam System that
works with the 6.5 inch brace height to deliver
speeds up to 347 fps. Draw lengths cover 26 to 30
inches and peak weights span 50 to 80 pounds.
Crackers Strings are used, and your finish options
include all Predator camo, all black, black riser with
camo limbs and camo riser with black limbs.
Strother had this to say about the new SX-1.“It’s fast
for those critical shots, extremely smooth in the
draw under extreme conditions, and it delivers
power that is second to none for that bone-crush-
ing, fatal shot.” For information about all eight
Strother models, including a high-performance
Allure for women, call the manufacturer at (810)
648-6480.

X-Stand was at the ATA Show with what’s likely the world’s
lightest climbing stand, the X-1 treestand designed by owner
Tony Overbaugh.The stand uses flexible fiberglass arms to help

hold the light-
weight cable
against the tree.
Because the arms
flex in as weight is
applied, there’s
plenty of contact
with the tree for
safe gripping.The X
design of the frame
transfers weight to
the opposite side,
so you can stand
on the edges with no
worry about the stand

slipping. We photographed Gary
Blankenship (left in photo) of X-
Stand with Steve Warren and
Toddy Heady. Steve is lifting the
stand with a single finger. In addi-
tion to the original hand climber
model, there’s a seat climber ver-
sion young Riley Wilson was try-
ing out at right. The 9-year-old
was with father Jerry who works
at Ed’s Trading Post in Nineveh,
Indiana. For information about
the stands or a new family size
extra light X-Blind, call the firm at
540-877-2769.

Quaker Boy has introduced
a nifty way to turn your cus-
tomers into a bush, or a snowy
bush. The Outline Buster by
Director of Public Relations Ernie
Calandrelli is a compact blind you pin to your hunting vest,shirt
or jacket. Strategically placed arm holes allow for easy access to
your gun or bow. Calandrelli said the snow camo version was

added for 2011 to appeal
to predator hunters and
late season bowhunters.
The blind retails for just
$39.95 and is compact
enough to carry in a day
pack. Reach Quaker Boy in
New York by calling (716)
662-3979.

Gordon Composites
is best know as the archery
industry’s supplier of high
performance fiberglass for
bow limbs. But there’s a sis-
ter company housed at the
same Colorado location
that is just beginning to be

noticed in the hunting industry. Polystrand combines reinforc-
ing fibers like fiberglass with polymers like polypropylene to
form large waterproof sheets used for things like truck liners.
These fiber reinforced polymers (FRPs) can also be shipped on
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rolls and then vacuum
formed by other manufac-
turers into a variety of
shapes.

Brad DeOrnellas got
the idea of having
Polystrand produce mater-
ial in camo patterns, so
now you can buy rolls in
the new Lost AT pattern, as
well as the Mossy Oak
Obsession, Duck and
Infinity patterns, from his Stealth Hunting Systems. DeOrnellas
said the fiber reinforced polymer is ideal for building blinds like
those he’d made models of, and it can be stapled on or applied
to a wood base with a double sided VHB tape from 3M.“I’ve got
guys who want to panel their basement in it, ” he said before I
photographed him in his booth with Dave Gordon, right.

Dealers interested in retailing the rolls or in building their
own products from the camo material can reach Stealth
Hunting Systems at (248) 840-9163. Manufacturers interested
in the different FRPs that Polystrand can supply, from light-
weight to bullet resistant, can reach the Colorado firm at (970)
240-2233.

Alpen has become the leading brand of binoculars used
by 3-D shooters, Dick Pinctke said, because it has optics per-
fectly suited to that sport. In the photo below Pinctke (at right)

is explaining
to Dave
Spencer of
Red’s Sport
S h o p ,
Columbiana,
Ohio how a
binocular ’s
exit pupil rat-
ing deter-
mines how
much light
can reach the
eye. The

8.5x50 Alpen model in the framed
photo gives you the light transmis-
sion needed to see scoring lines on
animals set in
the shade, 50
percent more
light transmis-
sion than you’ll

get with a more compact 8x42 or a more
“powerful” 12x50.

Alpen is ready to recommend the
right selection of optics to appeal to
your customers. You can reach the
California firm at (909) 987-8370.

If you thought HuntMore had a
pretty good shooting chair before, you’ll
like the 2011 model even better. Scott
Hoffman said the chair is now quieter,

stronger and more com-
fortable. Bronze flange
bushings have been
added on the legs and
just need an occasional
drop of scent free oil to
keep them silent. A
bronze flange bushing
and bronze rotation
washer is now used on
the hub. The legs now
adjust with extra large

thumb screws so you can
make the adjustment with
gloves on. There’s a new stop
on the legs to keep them from
sliding too deeply into the extra-
large resin feet. Dual loops are
now used on the back rest to keep
that pad in place and the seat pad
slopes slightly to the rear to pro-
vide more comfort.

HuntMore’s 360 Chair still
uses thick closed cell foam for the
seat and backrest and the unit still
folds compact and is light to carry,
at 10.5 pounds. That’s designer
and owner Scott Hoffman in the
photo above. Reach him at (616)
399-4673.

Ladder Jack was created by
Ron Berkbuegler (at right) as a
way to quickly pry apart ladder
stand sections that become
jammed or rusted together. The
steel tool is powder coated and
has a cushioned handle. A Rump
Rest by the same manufacturer,
Innovative Solutions, leans
against any support, even a sapling, to provide a quick ground
level seat. Reach the firm at (618) 667-1242.

As a mechanical engineer for Pitney-Boyes, Joe Marzullo is
no stranger to invention. He’s patented 37 products and is in
the process of patenting one for archers, called the Tilt Tamer.

Call us at 1.866.578.9740 to get started today!
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Marzullo has developed an
accessory that clamps to
cable guard rods and allows
the cable to be in line at full
draw, and out of the way
when the bow returns to
brace height. That reduces
cam lean, which is why the
product is called Tilt Tamer.
The charts we photographed
Marzullo by show how much
torque he’s able to take out of
system: They were drawn by a machine that Marzullo built to
measure horizontal nock travel, a machine he’s been asked to
run tests on by some bow manufacturers. “If it’s got a cable
guard rod on it, we can make it shoot better,” the inventor
promised.

Tim Gillingham, a well-known shooter who is the National
Shooting Staff Manager for Gold Tip, put a Tilt Tamer on his
competition bow a few weeks before the ATA show and hearti-
ly endorses the product.“You won’t catch me without it on any
of my bows now,”Gillingham told ArrowTrade. “It allows you to
tune the rotation of the
deflection in the bow. It
really solves a problem,
especially for shooters
who are using small
diameter target shafts.”
Gillingham has used
other methods on his
competition bows in the
past to help counteract
the effects of torque,
“but all the others are
static, you can’t adjust
them. The thing is tun-
able.”

Marzullo can email
you a more detailed
description of his prod-
uct, but this close-up at
right may be enough for
you to understand how
it works. Reach Archers
Only to ask about the
Tilt-Tamer by calling
(860) 689-0594.

With Marzullo and
Berkbuegler in the
Innovations Zone area
reserved for newer firms
was Bill and Pennie
Montgomery (at right).
They make the Quick
Draw Bowfishing Rest. The machined aluminum rest is circu-
lar and has a rubber loading gate, so it’s quick to put an arrow
in place and it won’t come off the rest no matter how much you
or the boat are bouncing around. Reach the Illinois manufac-
turer at (630) 707-4470.

Bob Semig is trying
to bring an electronic
game tracking unit to
market. Rather than
build both receiver and
transmitter, Semig is
concentrating on the
tiny transmitter that
attaches to the arrow
and embeds in the
game with a fish hook.
He’ll recommend cus-

tomers buy one of the tracking units
used for radio collars on hunting
dogs, as he’s holding in the photo.
They sell for between $200 and $250.
The transmitter he’d like to sell to dealers for resale to individu-
als and hunt clubs go for between $50 and $60 and it adds just
12 grains to the arrow weight. He’ll package it with a dummy
transmitter for practice use. Semeg hopes to have the Trac-Les
Game Retrieval System on the market by this fall.

Dan Orr said he built his first Target Tracker as a way to
practice different tree-
stand shots without get-
ting down and moving his
target. Then he decided
there was market for  the
product from other
bowhunters, from clubs
that want to set up mov-
ing targets and from
game officers who can
use it to decoy violators.
The unit is radio con-
trolled, steerable and has
a range of more than 300
yards from the transmitter
Orr is resting on the target
in this photo at right. It’s
powered by a 12 volt bat-
tery and has a run time of
3 to 6 hours, depending
on the terrain and the weight of the target it’s carrying. Orr
demonstrated the unit by running it in the hallway outside
the Innovations Zone with a 3-D deer on board, and said it
will carry up to 250 pounds. It fits into a box for shipment
by UPS, weighs about 85 pounds, and is designed to retail
for $499. Reach the new company by calling (248) 770-
9678.

Ricky Joe Bishop has a
company that produces
novelty molded toys with
bobbing heads. Now he’s
using a similar flocked

plastic form to produce full
size deer mounts hunters can
attach real racks to.“We’ve got-
ten a real good reception to
this,” Bishop said before we
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photographed him by his
sample. “A lot of guys have a
rack but they may not want
to pay $400 to have it mount-
ed by a taxidermist. Yet they
will go to a store and pay $89
for the EZ Mount Deer Head.
Reach him at (706) 655-3797.

Trinity Archery has
developed stabilizers that
adjust in length.Randy Sperry
dreamed them up as a way to
make it easier for hunters and

3-D shooters to case their bows, without taking off the stabiliz-
er. These are active stabilizers with dampening components
inside.You can get models that go from 3 to 5 inches, 5 to 7.5 or
8 to 12. A target model ranges from 18 to 30 inches, and there
the shooter would be adjusting the length to find the sweet
spot for their setup. Reach Trinity Archery and Sperry, shown
above, by calling (319) 217-0265.

Dawn Gutowski (below) was promoting a bow holder dif-
ferent than the common
hook that hangs your bow
from above. The U-Slide
Bow Holder holds the bow
by the lower limb and
should require less game-
spooking motion to get it
out of the holder. The fold-
ing support rod is powder
coated and American
made. You can screw it into
a tree for use from a stand,
or use it in a ground blind.
Because the arm is jointed it
is possible to position the

bow at your fingertips.For more information,contact the parent
firm, J & B Industries, at (860) 485-5611.

Joe Camara (left in photo below) and Jim Mackey of
Shawsheen River Archery Products are behind the Ravage

Nocks. This is a cutting device
for the back of the arrow that
they say increases the wound
channel and shortens blood
trails. To mount the system you

install a threaded insert in the
rear of the arrow and attach
the  nock blade assembly.The
bleeder tube with fletching
slides on next,and you attach
that to the arrow with a
shrink tube connection. The
system weighs 125 grains so
a 125 grain counterweight is
provided for the front of the
arrow. As the arrow pene-
trates the animal the bleeder
tube slides off and the teeth
tear and pull to increase the

wound channel. The Ravage nock is sold in a set of three with
one additional non-functioning practice unit. Reach the manu-
facturer by calling (603) 893-2131.

Randy McClure has devel-
oped the Bowhook Sling at right.
The sling slips over the shoulder
and adjusts through a large leather
medallion to position the bow
where you want it. Coated hooks
hold the bow. It’s available with
Realtree camo straps or in bright
target colors. The Realtree version
retails for $29.99 and the solid col-
ors for $24.99. Reach the manufac-
turer by calling Kathy or Randy
McClure at (607) 857-9794.

Sam Klement and Harold R.
Ross think the world needs to hear
the message that “Huntin’ is
Good.” They founded a new brand to spread the good word
about hunting through clothing, bumper stickers and high end
items like custom gun cases. Some carry the large letters H.I.G.
and are designed to get people to ask what they stand for.
Klement’s wife has a H.I.G. sticker on her car and he said tennis
friends have asked her what it’s about and have been receptive
to a pro hunting message. Get enough hunters and their chil-
dren wearing the message, the co-founders believe, and hunt-
ing will be better set to withstand the attacks of well-funded
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and well-organized anti-hunters.
For more information about

this “merchandise with a mes-
sage,” contact Sam Klement at
(334) 714-3227. He’s the one on
the right here, with friend and
business partner Ross at the left.

Janice Vaughn was at the ATA
Show with a realistic scale model
of the deer blinds her Dillon
Manufacturing company sells.
The Texas firm starts with sheets of
foil backed insulated foam and
then encapsulates the foam on
both sides with fiberglass. The
glass windows and the fiberglass
or optional metal doors are gas-
keted and the floor is
treated plywood,
bonded to the sides
but unfinished in the
center so moisture
can pass through.
There are rain visors
over the windows and
doors outside, and
built-in shelves inside.
Making the blinds this
way is more expen-
sive than forming
them out of sheets of
plastic, but Vaughn
said they’re warmer
and in fact are used as
ice fishing houses by
some customers. You
can get them in solid colors as
shown above or with a camo pat-
tern. A see through camo pattern
is available for covering the win-
dows, as the small photo here
shows.

The most popular model for archery measures 5-1/2 feet
square, weighs 280 pounds and has taller widows than the
ones designed for gun hunting. Dillon Manufacturing builds
these blinds along with other products at a 30,000 square foot
plant in Athens, Texas. It’s gained a good network of dealers in
Texas and Louisiana, has been spreading into Oklahoma and
now is looking to pick up more retailers in other states. Since
these blinds come fully assembled, they’re typically purchased
in truckload quantities, though the company may be able to
split a load between two retailers in the same general location.

The same firm sells welded towers to elevate the blinds,
including models that incorporate a porch.

The blinds require no maintenance and Vaughn said
unless you have a tornado drop a tree on one, they should last
about 15 years in the outdoors with no upkeep. The suggest-
ed retail price on the model she recommends for bowhunters
is $1,459. Get more information from Dillon Manufacturing by

calling the Texas firm at (903) 677-3141.
Steve Knasko of Galena Outdoor Products

has developed accessories that snap into the hub
connections of fabric hunting blinds. Knasko is
holding a lightweight shelf, just 11 ounces, and his
right hand is
pointing to the
bracket designed
to hold cameras
in position inside
the window, pro-
vided the camera
has been already
equipped with
one of the com-
mon pickup win-
dow mounts. Get
more information

by calling the manufacturer at
(630) 707-4470.

Brian, Bonnie and
daughter Jill Johansen
shown (left to right) in
the photo were on
hand to discuss Buck
Stop’s new “Hyper
Scent” line of synthet-
ic deer lure. Hyper
Scent Pre-Rut, Hyper
Scrape, and Hyper
Estrus are 100 percent
synthetic deer attractants that are packaged in 4 ounce bot-
tles for easy application in the field. Buck Stop has also intro-
duced Blacktail Buck urine and Blacktail Doe-In-Heat urine
which is collected during the doe’s hot estrus cycle. Both
come in 1-1/4 ounce plastic bottles with a flip top applicator.
This year, the company is offering elk hunters Roosevelt Bull
and Roosevelt Cow-In-Heat elk urine that will be available in 2
ounce plastic spray bottles. For those hunters who like using
a masking scent, Buck Stop is offering Autumn Woods featur-
ing the musky smell of fresh fallen leaves. It comes in a 4
ounce plastic bottle with spray pump applicator. It should be
noted, Autumn Woods is a water based masking scent making
it safe to use on all clothing. Additional information on these
or any Buck Stop products can be obtained by calling the
company at (800) 477-2368.

Kurt Baumgartner, National Sales Manager for Atsko, Inc.
said the company’s N-O-DOR Oxidizer Liquid Odor Destroyer
is now available
in a 16 ounce
trigger spray bot-
tle to make
applying the
product simple
and economical.
Baumgartner is
shown holding
Atsko’s new four
pack scent and
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UV control system which includes the popular N-O-DOR
Oxidizer, Sport-Wash Hair and Body Soap, Sport-Wash laundry
detergent and a 16 ounce spray bottle of U-V Killer in a single
package. The oxidizer, body wash and laundry detergent are
being packaged together to offer hunters single package
scent control. Call Atsko at (800) 845-2728 for additional infor-
mation.

Chester Radwan
(left) is shown dis-
cussing Nylok prod-
ucts with Hoyt repre-
sentative Giddeon
Jolley. Nylok is an easy
to use, reusable, pre-
applied, non-toxic, self-
locking product that
offers exceptional
vibration resistance for
a variety of  applica-
tions. Nylok is compat-
ible with numerous
finishes and materials and is resistant to lubricants, fuel,
hydraulic fluids and most commercial solvents. Radwan noted
Nylok products are cross-industry proven and are used in the
firearms, archery, and automotive industries as well as for mil-
itary applications. The company can be reached at (973) 427-
8555.

Pete Rickard’s Original Indian Buck Lure was created in
1934 and has been a best seller for the Cobleskill, New York
company ever since. According to Dave Hulbert, national sales
manager for Pete Rickard’s, Super Doe in Heat is the second
best selling scent for the company.This year, Rickard’s is intro-
ducing three new scents that promise to augment these flag-
ship products. Indian Buck Spell is an estrous based product
that can be used to create either a mock scrape or trail.
Aggressive bucks can be prodded into action using the new
Bucks Gone Wild lure which combines estrous doe urine with

c o m p e t i t i v e
buck urine that,
according to
Hulbert, will
make bucks
come running.
Buck Zone is
the third new
offering that
contains a spe-
cial calming
agent blended
with the urine
scent of an
estrous doe to
spur mature
bucks into

action. Shown in the photograph are: (left to right) Dave
Hulbert, Josh Cole and Tom Brander. Pete Rickard’s offers over
600 products including trapping, dog training, game calls and
hunting accessories for both the bow and gun hunter. The
company can be reached by calling (814) 435-2442.

Chad Waters pictured here with Pam Burton of Drop Tine
Archery in Advance, North Carolina, discuss how the Outdoor
Business Network can help increase her retail business sales.
Outdoor Business Network is an e-commerce business
designed specifically to meet the needs of the outdoor indus-
try. Now, independent retailers can have a professional e-com-
merce website comparable to those of the big box stores at a
fraction of the cost. Since many customers already shop on line,
Waters explained how the Outdoor Business Network can drive
in-store traffic and increase sales while professionally enhancing
the look of the dealer’s store. In addition Waters noted his com-
pany will allow a retailer to take the catalog of the distributor
they are currently using and upload the catalog to the dealer’s
website. When a
customer places an
order, the product
is shipped from the
distributor to the
customer’s home
but will feature the
dealer’s shop name
and address on the
return label. The
result is the cus-
tomer feels he is
dealing directly
with the shop and
the shop doesn’t
have to carry a
huge inventory of
products. In addi-
tion, the indepen-
dent shop owner
saves time because
he doesn’t have to
spend time pack-
ing or shipping the
order. For informa-
tion about the
Outdoor Business
Network call (800)
699-0820 Ext. 811.
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Kimber Johnson, operations manager at Covert
Scouting Cameras, is shown holding the new Deuce trail
camera in a booth decorated with dramatic game camera
images. She told ArrowTrade the company is offering all new
products for 2011.“We have eight new cameras and our new
Special OPS is really exciting because it allows a user to get
pictures from their trail cam using their cell phone or email via
MMS.The camera works with any cellular service utilizing SIM
cards.” According to Johnson, all a user needs to do is to add
a line through their current cell provider to start receiving pic-
tures.The all new Edge Series was developed after evaluating
years of input from consumers. The result is a theft resistant
trail camera that allows the user to pass a python cable
through the main housing making theft without tools impos-
sible. In addition, the cameras are password protected. The
Edge Series also features quick, simple attachment by using
an elastic attachment belt with a high quality buckle and a
simple leveling system to enable the user to easily vertically
adjust the camera while in the field. Date, time, temperature,
and moon phase stamping are standard while the time lapse
photography feature enables the user to view images not
captured by traditional trail cameras. The Covert Extreme TLV,
and Deuce Flash Cam models round out the new offerings.
Call the company at (877) 462-1799 for additional informa-
tion.

According to Jay Miller (photo below) one of the weakest
links to a bow’s performance is its string and cables. Miller
said the folks at America’s Best Bowstrings want to make an
archer’s experience as enjoyable and successful as possible
and as a result, the company strives to make the best per-
forming bow string and cables available anywhere.“We don’t
want to be second best,” said Miller.“We named the company
America’s Best Bowstrings because we wanted to live up to
the name,” he
added. Miller said
the company
strives to build
peace of mind for
the archer and that
he or she needs to
feel their strings
and cables perform
in a way that
achieves the maxi-

mum effectiveness from their bow. America’s Best Bowstrings
can be reached by calling (877) 893-7155.

There’s no limit to the cre-
ativity Kinsey’s employs when
attempting to call attention to
the distributor’s penchant for
providing good customer ser-
vice. Last year they offered deal-
ers a “menu” of money saving
choices at the Kinsey
“Restaurant.” This year, Customer
Service Representative Toni
DiRuscio told ArrowTrade
Kinsey’s theme was “Be a winner
at Kinsey’s” and that automotive
racing theme emphasized that
idea. DiRuscio is shown here
attempting to place lug nuts in a
vertical stack, not with fin-
gers but with a long screw-
driver. Dealers who could do
the same were offered cash
savings on their next order
depending on the number of
lug nuts they were able to
stack. Another way for deal-
ers to save money at Kinsey’s
was to test their driving skill
by playing the Race Car
game. Depending on the
number of cars they were
able to pass while playing the video game and their score,
dealers received cash discounts on their next order. Kinsey’s
provides dealers: competitive pricing, same day shipping, a
talented and knowledgeable service staff and a 98 percent fill
rate. Call the Mt. Joy, Pennsylvania company at (800) 366-4269.

Ben Pearson Archery is now owned by Jeremy
Blackmon, Chris Stokes and Alton Matchett. “We wanted to
change the image and perception of our products and as a
result we came out with a new bow line up,” said company
President  Blackmon (left) shown here with Steve Altizer.“Our
new Stealth II bow is our most technically advanced bow to
date and has a smooth draw with a comfortable let off,”
Blackmon told ArrowTrade. “The Stealth is fast, smooth and
quiet,”he added.The company is also offering the BushMaster
Take-down Recurve, a beautifully crafted, American made
recurve with five laminated layered limbs and a black dyed
laminated birch
wood core with
tapered wedges.
The limbs are fin-
ished with black
phenolic tips and
red and white
glass accents.
The BushMaster
has a fully con-
toured deflex
riser and a loca-
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tor style grip making it smooth shooting and ultra quiet. Blackmon noted the com-
pany has gotten back to addressing the market for target bows, something the for-
mer Ben Pearson Company was noted for and that he’s pleased with the success the
company has achieved with the Advantage tournament bow. Contact Ben Pearson
Archery at (251) 867-8475 for additional information.

Bowfishing is one of the fastest
growing segments in the archery
industry and companies making
equipment for the sport are contin-
uously upgrading bowfishing tack-
le. Jeff Braun, president of AMS
Bowfishing is shown here with the
new for 2011, Tiger Shark bowfish-
ing arrow and a Fish Hawk bow.The
Tiger Shark features a special com-
posite core surrounded by a solid
carbon wrap. Braun said the new
arrow is nearly indestructible and
accepts all standard bowfishing
points. Bowfisherman will appreci-
ate the fact damaged nocks can be
easily replaced while on the water.
The Fish Hawk bow and companion Lady Hawk are complimented by the jrHawk
and miniHawk bows so the entire family can participate in an afternoon of fun. AMS
Bowfishing can be reached at (888)541-7657.

HHA President Chris Hamm, pictured with Mike Benton (right) of Bay Country
Archery in Pasadena, Maryland,
told ArrowTrade HHA has some
exciting changes in store for 2011.
Hamm explained that for the first
time in ten years, the company’s
line of Optimizer Lite sights is
receiving a cosmetic upgrade that
promises to turn more than a few
heads. In addition, the company
has recently announced a business
relationship with Mathews and will
include a Harmonic Damper on
every version of the Optimizer Lite
Ultra Series. All Optimizer Lite
Series Sights are constructed from 100 percent machined aluminum and feature an
easily seen green sight ring. Hamm said totally toolless micro windage adjustments
and A.R.M.O.R. sight pin technology make the Optimizer line among the best bow
sights in the business. Call the company at (800) 548-7812 for additional informa-
tion.

An increasing number of hunters are using trail cameras not only during the
hunting season but throughout the year in an effort to evaluate the size and num-

ber of deer on their property. Mrs. Doe
Pee has been offering hunters high qual-
ity buck and doe urine for over 20 years
and this year Sam and Judy Collora (pic-
tured in photo), owners of the Iowa
based company have come out with the
new Continuous Scrape Set, a formula
designed to bring deer into camera
range regardless of the time of year. Even
as early as July, hunters can place
Continuous Scrape in their hunting area
and have deer come into the range of www.TracerNocks.comTT NN k
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MTThe Most Ad c dThThee Moossst AAdddvaanncceedd
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their camera. Simple instructions for its use are included with
the product or, it can be placed in a scent dripper for addi-
tional effect. Order Continuous Scrape or any other Mrs. Doe
Pee product by calling the company at (319) 385-3875.

Archery tackle is becoming more sophisticated and as a
result, requires
new and innova-
tive lubricants to
service the high
p e r f o r m a n c e
bows on the mar-
ket today. John
Dreher (left) and
John Logalbo told
ArrowTrade the
Scorpion Venom
line of archery
products has been
developed and
tested by sports-
men, for sports-
men. For 2011, the
company is intro-
ducing “The Stick,”
a polymeric bow string
wax that is easy to use and
to apply without a need to
burnish it into the bowstring. The Stick helps reduce friction
between the string strands, is waterproof, odor free and will
not become brittle in cold weather. Dreher and Logalbo also
noted the company has come out with the Intruder Buck Lure
for 2011. Scorpion Venom can be reached at (631) 495-0806.

For 2011, Alaska Bowhunting Supply is offering the
new Carbon Nano Bow shown here being held by Todd
Smith, vice-president of communications for the company.
The Carbon Nano is constructed entirely of nano infused car-
bon material and fea-
tures a carbon riser
and carbon limbs.
This is a bow
designed to appeal to
a current compound
bow shooter who is
also interested in
shooting traditional
archery equipment.
Smith noted, Alaska
Bowhunting Supply
has also recently
come out with the
Grizzly Stik
Momentum U-FOC
arrow which is
designed for use
in a compound
bow. Call (260)
665-3405 for
complete infor-
mation.

Mark Ambrose,
(right in photo) director
of sales and marketing at
Arrow Precision, LLC is
pictured discussing the
new Inferno Blitz com-
pound crossbow with
Jean Londero of Londero
Sports Inc. of Quebec,
Canada. Ambrose told
ArrowTrade his company is currently on an aggressive uptick
and has grown each year for the past three years. Arrow
Precision has added the new Blitz and Firestorm compound
bow packages to their line and now offer a range of popular
price points and excellent value for consumers while provid-
ing an excellent profit margin for dealers. Ambrose noted the
company’s current dealer base is growing rapidly due to
excellent consumer response to their products and because
of the high level of service the company provides to the con-
sumer and to its dealers. Additional information can be
obtained by calling the company at (610) 437-7138.

Chuck Nease (left)
and Rick McKinney of
Carbon Tech told
ArrowTrade in addition to
its line of quality carbon
arrows, the company is
now offering a techno-
logically advanced all car-
bon compound bow that
Nease said promises to
be resilient, quiet and
deadly.The new Phantom
comes in either a 34 inch
hunting model or a 39
inch target model and is

the product of cutting edge technology. This bow uses a
proprietary internal carbon framing with carbon overlays
to give it lightness and strength. McKinney noted the
new Phantom and all other Carbon Tech bows, including
the Pursuit and Lightning, are now offered in target mod-
els and now come with Carbon Zzz’s made from the ener-
gy absorbing Sorba-Flex material that quickly dissipates
vibration and oscillation. McKinney added that all Carbon
Tech hunting bows will include
the LimbZzz, StringZzz and Z-
Stick Stabilizer. All Carbon Express
target bows will include the
LimbZzz only. Additional informa-
tion on these and other Carbon
Tech products can be obtained by
calling (765) 287-8670.

The name Badlands is syn-
onymous with high quality back-
packs and fanny packs and

according to Badlands Sales
Manager, Isaac Aleman, shown here
with the new Terraglide Equipment
Case and the Kali backpack, the
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company has added two new products to its already compre-
hensive pack line. The Sacrifice and Kali are two extremely
light backpacks that are among the most technologically
advanced packs ever built. The Sacrifice features the new
Hypervent suspension which allows cool air to flow between
the hunter or hiker and the pack. It comes with an ultra light
and ultra strong heat hardened stainless steel frame and is
available in RealTree APG. The Kali, designed to fit the physio-
logical differences between men and women, features a
shorter torso, more contoured shoulder straps and a waist
belt along with many other features women will love.
However the really big news out of Badlands is that the com-
pany may offer a line of high quality outdoor clothing that
will incorporate many new concepts and ideas that promise
to improve what’s currently available. Aleman said the com-
pany is currently doing market research about the feasibility
of bringing out the new clothing line and that it probably will
be available on a limited basis for dealers by the fall of 2011.
Traveling hunters will also find the new Terraglide Travel Case
will hold every piece of equipment they need and has room
for bows, boots and even arrows. Badlands can be reached by
calling (800) 269-1875.

Food plots are
being utilized by
sportsmen all
across the country
to attract and
grow bigger deer
on their land and
Jeff Neal, president
of the Heartland
Wildlife Institute
told ArrowTrade
his company is
only selling an
uncoated seed.
Neal said coated
seeds mean more
than 25 percent of
the weight of a
bag of seed can be

nothing more than a clay coating.“With Heartland seeds, con-
sumers get up to double the seeds per bag than those prod-
ucts with a clay coating. A coating is not necessary but it’s
included in many other seed blends,” Neal explained. Neal
stated that Heartland Seeds include only perennial clover
blends and don’t include the less expensive annual clovers
that last only a single season. “For a consumer, we feel our
brand is the obvious choice because Heartland is the better
value,”Neal stated. Heartland is offering several new products
for 2011. Succotash provides high attraction and nutrition
both early and late in the season while Winter Survival is a
great late season attraction and late winter food. Top Seed
Trophy Seed Clover is a no till blend that is ideal for seeding
over bare spots or for planting in sparse growth areas in exist-
ing clover plots. It provides high protein and contains aggres-
sive varieties of White and Ladino clovers. Contact Heartland
Wildlife Institute at (866) 494-3337 for additional information.

Rinehart Targets is now offering its new Woodland Buck

target at a great
dealer price of
only $91, said
James McGovern
who is shown in
the photo at right.
McGovern noted
for 2011, Rinehart
is introducing the
new RhinoBlock
XL target, a larger
version (18 x18 x
13 inches) of the
rugged and popu-
lar RhinoBlock tar-
get the company
introduced last year. McGovern said the RhinoBlock XL is
crafted with the same innovative features that made its pre-
decessor so popular with shooters and that versatility was the
key when the company designed the cube shaped target.This
year, Rinehart is introducing the Rinehart Buffalo Target mim-
icking the realistic size, anatomy and appearance of the real
thing. With detailed sculpting and a design that outlines the
animal’s vital areas, bowhunters will love shooting this target.
McGovern noted Rinehart Targets has a new division called
Pillar Promotional Products. Pillar promises to be a one stop
shop for every type of promotional support dealers may need
to help drive business. Dealers can order anything from high
quality screen
printed T-shirts to
custom giveaway
items and tourna-
ment trophies.
Pillar will also pro-
vide general pro-
motional items
such as pens,
knives, camo flash-
lights and more.
You can call
Rinehart Targets at
(608) 757-8153 for
more information
on targets or Pillar
P r o m o t i o n a l
Products and the
services offered.

During our
2011 show booth
visit we heard
S e b a s t i e n
Gagnon, the vice
president of sales
and marketing at
GG Telecom,
explain to us how
Spypoint cameras
are developed for
easy use. Gagnon
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said a quick reminder sticker on the camera’s internal enclo-
sure enables the user to set up the camera without needing
to refer to a user’s manual. Gagnon is shown in the photo
holding the new Tiny (4.7 x 3.5 x 2.5 inches) trail cam that
offers seven zones of coverage and 8.0 megapixel picture
quality. The date, time, temperature and moon phase print
automatically on every picture while the 32 GB external mem-
ory card will hold thousands of pictures. The Tiny accepts six
AA batteries and can be powered by an external lithium bat-
tery pack. It will be available to dealers by the summer of
2011. What’s sure to be of interest to current trail cam users is
the new Black Flash IR Booster by Spypoint. The IR booster
works like a “slave” flash on regular cameras and is triggered
by a wireless transmitter providing up to 50 feet of additional
IR wireless range coverage. The Black Flash IR Booster is com-
patible with most infrared cameras and requires 4 D cell bat-
teries or a 12 volt external power source. Gagnon also noted
for 2011, the company is introducing the new Bloodline
Special Edition camera that offers a user friendly switch panel
and an adjustable distance detection sensor. A multi-shot
mode enables the camera to take four pictures per detection.
For information on all Spypoint products call the company at
(888) 779-7646.

Henry Swist (left) and Richard Cianfrocco are dressed in
tuxedos to show they can dance all night on a True Quiet tree
stand without making any noise. True Quiet tree stands are
made of a strong space age polymer giving them maximum
strength with the least possible weight. Cianfrocco said True
Quiet also offers a lightweight 18 foot climbing ladder that
weighs just 15 pounds and comes in six, 36 inch sections. For

2011, True Quiet is
introducing a new
climbing harness with
2 inch webbing to pro-
vide superior back
support. A 2 inch cam-
buckle on the harness
allows for easy one
hand operation even
while the user is climb-
ing with it. C&C
Innovations, makers of
True Quiet products,
can be reached at
(315) 790-3686.

This year Lakewood Products has come out with the Tall
Series bow cases shown here by President Steve Wagnitz.The
Tall series is designed to accommodate the popular Mathews
Z7 and other bows with parallel limb design. Hunters will
appreciate how they can simply open the top of the case,
drop in the bow even with the quiver attached and be on
their way knowing their equipment if fully protected. Many
hunters like to film their hunts and the new Field Camera Case
by Lakewood Products will ensure their valuable camera
equipment survives the trip. The case is foam lined through-
out for maximum protection and features front and top
adjustable straps for tree arms and tripods. Rain flaps over the
zippers keep out rain and snow while generous zippered side
pockets provide ample room to stow needed gear. Wagnitz
noted his company has partnered with Whitetail’R to manu-
facture and distribute the new O3 Sports Scent Elimination
bag that destroys odors in a short amount of time. The magic
of the bag is provided by the Whitetail’R ScentPurge 35, an
odor eliminating electronic unit developed by Whitetail’R to
reduce scent by destroying odors at their molecular level.The
roomy bag by Lakewood measures 22 x 14 x 14 inches and is
made of heavy duty vinyl backed polyester material.
Information about these products can be obtained by calling
(800) 872-8458.

The Shadow Hunter
blinds are lightweight,
durable and easy to trans-
port. Silent windows and
tight construction make
them almost sound and
scent proof while large
windows give shooters
clear sight lines and multi-
ple shooting choices. Steve
Gruber (left) and Kerry
Moore are shown here
with the Bone Pile blind
designed by Gruber.“The unique outdoor pattern blends into
the woods like an antler on the ground,” said Gruber. Moore
told ArrowTrade the company has come out with the new
Total View blind for 2011 and the unit features new corner
windows, an aluminum exterior and is fully insulated to pro-
vide all day comfort. All Shadow Hunter blinds are manufac-
tured in Michigan. For additional information on any Shadow
Hunter products contact the company at (888) 446-4868.

According to Bobby Hulslander, president of C’mere
Deer and Swhacker broadheads, the company is gearing its
efforts to continue making products to which deer readily
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respond and to keep C’Mere
Deer the number one deer
attractant. Hulslander (right)
is pictured with television
personality Hank Parker
holding the Swhacker broad-
head which opens so fast
Hulslander said you can hear
the “swhack.” Originally
developed for hunting elk,
the Swhacker smacks
through heavy bone and
muscle without deflecting

even on quartering away shots. The heads
come in three sizes and produce either a 1-
3/4, 2.0, or 2-1/4 inch cut depending on the
model. Additional information can be
obtained by calling the company at (866) 671-
3827.

New Archery Products Director of
Engineering Bob Mizek (far right in the group photo below) is
shown demonstrating the improved Quick Fletch tubes to

(left to right) John
L a u b s c h n e r ,
Allison George
and Christian
George of AJ’s
Archery located in
Cazenovia, New
York. Laubschner
told ArrowTrade
he was going to
use the fletching
system in the
coming year
because he felt it
could save him a
lot of time fletch-

ing arrows. Mizek said the
Quick Fletch tubes can be
bought in bulk by dealers
to give them a bigger
profit margin. By order-
ing 1,000 Quick Fletch
tubes, NAP will provide
dealers with a free cool-
to-the-touch induction
“cooker” shown here to
heat the water and attach
the vanes. Mizek said in
30 seconds a dealer can
fletch up to six arrows
which could prove to be

a big deal during the busy season. By ordering 500 Quick
Fletch tubes, dealers can have their shop name printed on the
tube and thus, on each arrow. They can even choose different
color tubes in 100 tube lots.

Mizek noted NAP has come out with the new Apache
Stabilizer for 2011. The Apache is a 5 inch stabilizer with a 3

inch full carbon accessory rod that a shooter can use to
extend its length to 8 inches if needed. The Apache stabilizer
is available in Realtree AP camo or black. Also new is the FOC
Broadhead designed for use in crossbows. The FOC has a 3
inch cutting diameter to produce a “Freakin’ Outrageous Cut,”
Mizek said. The FOC weighs 170 grains and moves more
weight to the front of the crossbow bolt to give it an optimal
15-18 percent front of center, producing greater accuracy.The
FOC broadhead works well with bolts with aluminum or brass
inserts while the
heavy duty .040
thick blades
promise to stand
up to the heavi-
est of game.
Contact New
Archery Products
at (800) 323-1279
to obtain more
information on
these or any of
the innovative
products offered
by the Illinois
company.

Tink’s Marketing Director Terry Rohm (shown in photo)
told ArrowTrade his company continues to invest in new tech-
nologies to develop products that make their customers
more successful
hunters. Rohm
said Magnetics is a
synthetically pro-
duced lure that
triggers reactions
from deer that are
not possible
through natural
blends. Rohm said
Tink’s is also
expanding their
deer decoy line
and for 2011, have
introduced “Mr.
October,” a lifelike
inflatable buck
decoy that is light-
weight and com-
pact for easy stor-
age. Rohm noted
Tink’s Odor Elim-
ination System has
been expanded
and the company
is now offering the
new Vanish Forest
Floor Blend as an
addition to the line.
Tink’s can be
reached by calling
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the Georgia firm at (800) 624-5988.
PSE representative Justin Losee (left) takes time to talk

over the new PSE offerings with Josh Bartlam from Buckeye
Cam ATSI in Athens,
Ohio. PSE is intro-
ducing nineteen
new bows for 2011
including their top
of the line X-Force
Omen Pro, Dream
Season EVO, X-Force
Axe 7, X-Force
Vendetta XL and
Vendetta XS mod-
els. The lineup
includes the new Nova Bowfishing bow as well as the Chaos
FC, a real hunting bow built for small framed hunters and
youngsters. Several new sights are also being introduced in
2011 including the Eclipse, a five pin micro sight with a one-
piece machined housing and .019 pins. “The Eclipse is a
rugged hunting sight for the target shooter,” PSE Product
Manager Joe Barbieur told ArrowTrade. It should be noted,
PSE has also added the five and three arrow X Quivers to its
line this year. Visit PSE at pse-archery.com to see the entire
line of PSE Archery
Products.

Stu Minica, (right)
president of Double
Take Archery discuss-
es the patent pending
NockTurnal lighted
nock with Mike
McGuigan of Red Lion
Archery in Red Lion,
Pennsylvania. Minica
said his lighted nock is
a breakthrough design
that is more affordable
and lighter in weight
than most other light-
ed nocks. According to Minica, the
NockTurnal has a string activated lin-
ear switch that is protected deep with-
in the nock and will not turn on or off
inadvertently and it has a battery that
will last over 20 hours. The NockTurnal
is made of clear plastic for maximum
light transmission and can be seen for hundreds of yards. The
nock weighs only 20 grains and is available in red, green, yel-
low or pink.The new Transition peep sight uses photochromic
technology to create a peep that self adjusts its tint level
according to available UV light. The peep will be dark during
daylight hours, but will fade to almost clear when hunting in
low light conditions at dawn or dusk. Hunters no longer have
to worry about their peep being too dark in low light condi-
tions. The Transition Peep weighs only 6 grains which means
hunters can gain as much as 5 fps in arrow speed. More infor-
mation on these products can be obtained by calling the
company at (830) 444-0202.

Schaffer Performance Archery is
offering a lifetime warrantee on their
new Opposition bow sight. Chad
Harrison (in photo) told ArrowTrade the Opposition sight has
pins coming in from both sides (photo above right) to give
the shooter a balanced field of view and to provide the
brightest fibers available. The sight has a pivot lock attach-
ment system and can easily be removed from the bow when
traveling. For those not desiring this option, a hard mount is
available. The Opposition sight comes in a 4 and 6 pin model
and is available in Mathews Lost camo. Harrison said the
Opposition Slide Out rest has been a real winner since its
introduction and hunters love it since an arrow can be locked
in place while stalking or treestand hunting.The rest has been
tested to 415 fps with no bounce back. Harrison noted the
rest has brand specific attachment brackets and will fit Hoyt,
Mathews or PSE bows while a universal mount will allow the
rest to be attached to any other bow model. Schaffer Archery
can be reached at (952)
894-6169.

According to company
President Chuck Saunders,
shown at right, the big
news from the company is
that Saunders Archery is
introducing a new captive
string damper that promis-
es to reduce the bounce
cycle of a bowstring after a
shot to zero. According to
Saunders, the new damper
will engulf the string so that
there is no string “flap.” Saunders told ArrowTrade that 2011
will be the company’s most innovative year and that it will be
coming out with an advanced line of products that will
appeal to all archers. Look for the string damper to be avail-
able this summer. Call Saunders at (800) 228-1408 for more
information.

Jason Beuermann of Excalibur Crossbow, Inc. was busy
informing dealers about the new North American made
Axiom SMF crossbow. Beuermann told ArrowTrade the Axiom
SMF has a synthetic mainframe which enabled the company
to drop its price below $500 making it affordable to many
more potential crossbow hunters. Despite its competitive
price, Beuermann said the Axiom SMF comes complete with a
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scope, quiver and cock-
ing aid and is capable of
producing speeds in
excess of 300 feet per
second. This year,
Excalibur is introducing
a new S5 String Shock
Suppression System
(shown in smaller photo
below Beuermann) that
uses modern vibration
reduction technology to
produce excellent sound

and shot reduction in any of
the company’s crossbows
models. Look for it already
factory installed on the
Exomax and Equinox 225
draw weight crossbows or,

the system can be added to any other crossbow in the
Excalibur line as an accessory.

Rob Dykeman, sales and marketing manager for
Excalibur said the company is excited about the introduction
of its new Twilight DLX crossbow sight which will be available
later this year.The Twilight DLX features a huge 44 mm objec-
tive lens to gather the most light possible, a 30 mm tube for
unimpeded light transmission and fully multi-coated lenses
to maximize clarity and brightness. The Twilight DLX comes
with an adjustable multiplex crosshair system for accurate
trajectory compensation in precise 10 yard increments at any
speed between 300 and 400 feet per second. Dykeman noted
the company has recently signed up with Hudalla Associates,
a national representative group specializing in archery equip-
ment. “This has increased our dealer exposure and has
increased our ability to maintain and train our current dealers
while developing new markets,” Dykeman noted. For more
information call the Ontario, Canada based company at (800)
463-1817.

Chris Smith, (photo
at left), brand manager
for Amacker Outdoors
said because of its very
innovative design,
Amacker's new Jack
Plate Timb-R-Lock tree-
stand will attach to any
tree trunk or limb
whether it’s vertical,
horizontal or any angle
in between. Sturdy
nylon straps keep the
frame of this stand fixed

firmly to the tree in two places while a T-Bar screw is added to
help the hunter hang the stand. Once it’s in place, the stand
can be leveled at any angle by removing a stabilizer pin. The
padded seat can be adjusted to suit just about any hunter
and it can flip up out of the way allowing the hunter to stand
up or lean back as he wishes. The Jack Plate Timb-R-Lock is
constructed of lightweight steel, weighs only 19 pounds and

comes with a full body harness and climbing belt for added
safety. Smith noted for 2011, Amacker is introducing the new
Climb & Carry which starts with the Deer Thief climbing stand,
Amacker’s original and most popular climbing tree stand.The
Deer Thief Climber is quickly and easily converted into a
strong, sturdy, v-shaped game cart with large, puncture proof
wheels. Hunters will appreciate the fact there are no nuts,
bolts or other parts to mess with or lose. With additional
accessories, Smith said the game cart can be converted into a
hunting chair and ground blind. Call Amacker at (800) 262-
2537 to obtain additional information.

Mark Brown (right in photo below), general sales manag-
er at Winner’s Choice Custom Bowstrings writes up an order
for Dave Hryn, owner of
Dave’s World of Archery
in West Seneca, New York.
Brown said Winner’s
Choice is offering Root
Beer, Gold, Cedar, Black
Cherry and Buck Skin as
new string color choices
for 2011. Brown noted
that dealers placing an
order can expect a four
day or less turn-around
time on their order and
that his company pro-
vides excellent technical
advice to its customers.
“We feel our
excellent service
to our dealers has
been responsible
for our success,”
Brown stated. He
called attention
to the company’s
line of HECS
clothing it intro-
duced at the ATA
show last year.
HECS stands for
Human Energy
C o n c e a l m e n t
System and is a
fabric made with
an extruded car-
bon coated fiber
thread woven
into a grid pat-
tern. The fabric
blocks up to 95
percent of the
electromagnetic
energy emitted
by a hunter’s
body. It’s a tough
concept to accept
but the compa-
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ny’s independently conducted scientific studies shows the
product works well in the field.“Combined with scent control,
and camouflage, it’s another step in hunter concealment,”
Brown stated. Additional information on the HECS system or
other Winner’s Choice products can be obtained by calling
the firm at (541) 575-0818.

Innerloc Broadheads is
now offering the Depth
Seeker Aiming Grid that
promises to make tricky water
shots easier. Company Vice-
President Connie Sullivan
(photo) is shown holding the
attractive aiming aid and said
the grid shows shoot-
ers where to aim with
just a single glance.The
Depth Seeker is CNC
machined from solid
aluminum and is
assembled with stain-
less steel hardware to
stand up to the rigors
of bowfishing for many years. The sight is completely
adjustable and can be set up for right or left hand shooters.
Sullivan noted the Depth Seeker II is a simplified version of
the original yet offers all the adjustability at a cost savings
because it doesn’t have the elegant fish-shaped mount.
Sullivan also noted Innerloc is offering their Blade Alignment
Technology (BAT) on their Carbon Tuner and Falcon series
broadheads. Blade Alignment Technology simplifies broad-
head tuning in carbon arrows by making the broadhead itself
adjustable so there is no need to reset the insert. Contact
Innerloc at (706) 782-5863 for additional information.

Nationwide, crossbow sales are increasing and as a result,
SKB, a world leader in the design and manufacture of equip-
ment transport and protection systems, has now added sev-
eral new cases to its extensive lineup. Steve Kerpan is shown
holding the new ATA Crossbow Case with wheels and the new

Ultimate Watertight
Bow/Rifle Case.
Kerpan then told
ArrowTrade the
good looking new
crossbow case is
extremely durable
and will accommo-
date most crossbow
models. Heavy duty
hinges and metal
twist latches provide
security while Quiet
Glide wheels allow
easy transportation.
The case features
extended capacity to
accommodate larger
scopes and longer
crossbows even with

the quiver attached. There is an unconditional lifetime war-
ranty to provide additional peace of mind. The Ultimate
Watertight Bow/Rifle Case is constructed of high strength
polypropylene copolymer resin and features a gasketed,
waterproof and dustproof submersible design that is resis-

tant to corrosion or impact damage. The molded-in
hinges offer stainless steel hinge pins while four patent-
ed trigger release latches provide security. Hunters will
appreciate the cushion grip handles on three sides of
the case making it easy to handle and store. This case is
covered by SKB’s
Million Mile Lifetime
Warranty and $1,500
content coverage pro-
tection. The SKB
Shaped Parallel Limb
Geometry Bow Case
(photo at right) is an

updated heavy duty ATA-
approved case with a large
interior to accommodate bows with a parallel limb configura-
tion like the one shown. It features TSA accepted latches and
has a heavy duty cushioned rubber over-molded carry handle
for convenience. More information on SKB products can be
obtained by calling the firm at (800) 654-5992.

John Wert (left in
photo at right) is the
TradTech Division
Manager at Lancaster
Archery and he looks
over some cedar
arrows with Ron and
Diane Minion of
Winnipeg, Canada.
Wert said TradTech is
now offering the new
Titan recurve bow
featuring a beautiful and artfully
designed machined aluminum riser with
broadhead cutouts. Wert said the Titan
features enclosed limb pockets and an
additional hole drilled and tapped into
the riser to accommodate a bolt-on arrow
rest. The Titan will be offered in two riser
configurations of 17 and 19 inches.
Depending on the limbs chosen, the 17
inch riser can be configured to give the
shooter a bow with 58, 60, or 62 inch total length while the 19
inch riser will produce a bow of 60, 62, or 64 inches total
length. The Titan will be available later this spring. The bow
shown in the photos is a prototype model in polished alu-
minum and according to Wert, the finished product will come
in a black powder coat and other hunting finishes.“Traditional
archery is growing tremendously and so, we’re exploring
modern traditional equipment.The new Titan is a result of our
efforts to make the best shooting traditional bows on the
market today,”Wert told ArrowTrade.

Call Lancaster Archery at (800) 829-7408 to get additional
information on the new Titan or other TradTech product.

96
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Chris Sanford of Sanford
Innovations is shown hold-
ing the two new broadheads
the company will be offering
for 2011. As the name implies,
the ExpanDead is an expand-
able broadhead that promises
to fly tight and accurately with
field tip precision. Hunters will
appreciate the fact this new

head expands to 1-1/2 inches in diameter at
impact. The ExpanDead is engineered with a
hassle free o-ring pivot system and a Lock-
Arm Technology to guarantee the massive
.040 thick razor sharp stainless steel blades
will be completely open at entry and that
they will stay open. For fixed blade enthusi-
asts, Sanford is offering the new BloodShot
fixed blade broadhead featuring a low profile
design and a huge 2-1/4 inch cutting diame-
ter. The BloodShot is provided with razor
sharp stainless steel blades of .040 thickness

allowing them to stand up to tough game.Both the ExpanDead
and BloodShot broadheads will be available to dealers this
spring.

Keeping broadheads sharp can be a problem if their edges
are not protected. For 2011, Sanford is introducing the Missile
Broadhead Container that will enable shooters to transport
their broadheads safely while keeping them razor sharp. The
Missile is completely waterproof and the three-in-one design
works as a broadhead wrench and sharpening stone. Made
from heavy duty material, the Missile fits most broadheads and
is safe to carry in a pocket or hunting pack. Contact Sanford
Innovations to receive addition information on either of these
products by calling (406) 669-4000.

We caught up with Ron Strickland (left) senior vice presi-
dent of television and related media for Mossy Oak dis-

cussing the Mossy Oak line
up for 2011 with Dale
Morrell, president of Morrell
Targets. While at the Mossy
Oak booth, we spoke to
Dustin Whitacre, media
communications manager
for Mossy Oak brand camo
and he told ArrowTrade the
company will continue to
promote the Mossy Oak
Break Up Infinity camo pat-
tern it introduced in 2010,
shown in the framed photo.
Whitacre said Break Up
Infinity incorporates six layers of depth, detail and definition
allowing a hunter to almost disappear into the woods
because the pattern features extremely realistic, digitally pho-
tographed elements to provide unmatched detail, dimension
and accurate color tones. “We introduced Break Up Infinity at
last year’s S.H.O.T. Show and we’re thrilled with the reception
it has received by manufacturers and by our licensees.” For
additional information call (662) 494-8859.
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